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Abstract. This paper addresses the collaborative development of information infrastructure for
supporting data-rich scientiﬁc collaboration. Studying infrastructure development empirically not
only in terms of spatial issues but also, and equally importantly, temporal ones, we illustrate how
the long-term matters. Our case is about the collaborative development of a metadata standard for
an ecological research domain. It is a complex example where standards are recognized as one
element of infrastructure and standard-making efforts include integration of semantic work and
software tools development. With a focus on the temporal scales of short-term and long-term, we
analyze the practices and views of the main parties involved in the development of the standard.
Our contributions are three-fold: 1) extension of the notion of infrastructure to more explicitly
include the temporal dimension; 2) identiﬁcation of two distinct temporal orientations in
information infrastructure development work, namely ‘project time’ and ‘infrastructure time’, and
3) association of related development orientations, particularly ‘continuing design’ as a
development orientation that recognizes ‘infrastructure time’. We conclude by highlighting the
need to enrich understandings of temporality in CSCW, particularly towards longer time scales and
more diversiﬁed temporal hybrids in collaborative infrastructure development. This work draws
attention to the manifold ramiﬁcations that ‘infrastructure time’, as an example of more extended
temporal scales, suggests for CSCW and e-Research infrastructures.
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1. Introduction
Recent innovations in technological support for scientiﬁc collaboration offer the
potential for revolutionary changes in the ways research is undertaken (Atkins et
al. 2003) and scientiﬁc information infrastructures have become of key
signiﬁcance to research communities interested in supporting a variety of broader
scale initiatives (Bowker et al. forthcoming). Scientiﬁc collaborations using
cyberinfrastructure—or e-Science, e-Research and e-Infrastructure as the emerg-
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ing ﬁeld is also called1—are currently astir with exciting developments: initial
understandings exist about recent undertakings and new challenges abound for all
stakeholders including funding agency managers, technology developers, domain
scientists and data specialists. Tensions have been observed, however, between
the promises and drive to create new ways of doing science and the experiences
of those who attempt to render the visions feasible in the context of their
scientiﬁc work (Jirotka et al. 2006; Vann and Bowker 2006).
Despite the technological underpinnings of e-Science, a number of studies and
‘lessons learned’ types of papers have revealed the importance of associated human/
social dimensions (e.g. Jirotka et al. 2005; Lawrence 2006; Spencer et al. 2006;
Lee et al. 2006; Borgman et al. 2007). We continue this line of reasoning by
investigating the intricacies involved in the collaborative development of
scientiﬁc information infrastructures with a particular interest in a temporal
perspective (Ancona et al. 2001). Development is at an initial stage in that there is
a lack of understanding about how to build sustainable information infrastructures
for scientiﬁc arenas (Jirotka et al. 2006; Spencer et al. 2006; Turner et al. 2006;
Borgman 2007; Zimmerman 2007; Olson et al. 2008). We contend that scientiﬁc
information infrastructure research and development poses a new kind of temporal
challenge for the ﬁeld of Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW), namely
that of the long-term.
With the fundamental aim of understanding how concerted action is
achieved, CSCW research has studied collaborative activity across spatial
and temporal dimensions. Though the canonical and previously widely used
categorization of collaborative contexts along the axes of same/different and
place/time (Johansen 1988) has been largely criticized (e.g. Schmidt and
Rodden 1996) and even abandoned as overly simplistic (e.g. Reddy et al. 2006),
space and time remain central themes in CSCW research. Temporality has—in
retrospect—received far less attention than the issues of space, a situation
paraphrased as “distance matters” in the widely cited article by Olson and Olson
(2000). Though the problems of spatially distributed work have often taken analytic
and technical precedence, “time also matters”, as Reddy and collaborators have
pointed out (Reddy et al. 2006). A tour of the CSCW literature on time (Section 3)
reveals an emphasis on short-term timeframe issues. We argue that infrastructure
development, in addition to growing in spatial scope and complexity (Olson and
Olson 2000; Kaplan and Seebeck 2001), has grown in terms of multiplying and
extending the temporal aspects of work involved in supporting broader-scale
collaborations.
Cyberinfrastructure projects to date have largely been developmental efforts
(Borgman 2007). Since the ﬁeld is still in its infancy in many ways with
development efforts typically funded as short-term projects, the majority of
cyberinfrastructure undertakings studied have been short-range and in early
phases of forming a research collective supported by an infrastructure. Despite
this, some studies show a level of awareness of the long-term perspective inherent
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to infrastructures and their development (e.g. Zimmerman 2007; Lee et al. 2006),
though few have directly addressed long-term as an infrastructure issue (Karasti
and Baker 2004; Baker and Chandler 2008; Ribes and Finholt 2007, 2009).2 The
research network with which we have a longitudinal involvement predates the
cyberinfrastructure era, and thus allows us to study a more mature set of
arrangements for long-term collaborative development of information infrastruc-
ture than present-day e-Science projects. In this paper we continue our
exploration of the long-term perspective: from studying scientiﬁc information
management with a focus on the stewardship of digital content over time (Karasti
et al. 2006; Karasti and Baker 2008b), we return to addressing collaborative
infrastructure development (Karasti and Baker 2004) with a more explicit interest
in temporality.
We report on an empirical case involving the development of a metadata
standard in a data-centric scientiﬁc domain, a complex example of infrastructure
development as a long-term collaborative activity. Data-intensive—particularly
referring to large in volume or computational demands—scientiﬁc collaboration
is one of the heartlands of e-Science because data in digital form open new,
appealing possibilities for large-scale research endeavors (National Science
Board 2005; National Science Foundation 2007). The capacity for distributed,
collaborative scientiﬁc work with data is posited on the existence of information
infrastructures that support the coordination of data preservation, discovery
and exchange (Hedstrom 2003; Arzberger et al. 2004; National Research
Council 2007). Data-centric e-Research efforts, where infrastructure and
information necessarily are intertwined, involve semantic work, i.e. the negotiation
or creation of meanings and mechanisms for information organization through
linguistic classiﬁcation and development, and standard-making work, i.e. the
development of procedures that informs determination of rules and requirements
for classiﬁcations in order to improve consistency and interchangeability. Both
semantics and standards are particularly prominent topic areas and essential types of
infrastructure development work (Star 2002; Star and Lampland 2009; Hanseth
et al. 1996; Jacobs 2006; Hine 2008; Randall et al. 2007, 2009). While there are
many approaches and methods to semantic work, such as data dictionaries,
controlled vocabularies, and ontologies (Baker et al. 2006a), our empirical case
mainly deals with the development of a metadata standard. We investigate standard-
making efforts involving the integration of semantic work and associated software
tools development as one aspect of collaborative information infrastructure
development (Randall et al. 2007, 2009; Ribes and Bowker 2008; Schuurman and
Balka 2008).
In our case, the domain of ecology is faced with both data-intensive (large in
size or volume and computational requirements) and data-rich (diverse or large in
number of different types) data challenges (Karasti et al. 2006). Data volume
challenges relate to the contemporary ‘data deluge’, i.e. exponentially increasing
volumes of primary data in digital form generated by automated collection and
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production of data through ‘next generation’ experiments, simulations, sensors
and satellites (Hey and Trefethen 2003; Borgman et al. 2007). Challenges with
data diversity, in turn, relate the intrinsic character of the ﬁeld, i.e. the unusually
heterogeneous and complex nature of ecological data (Bowker 2000; Baker and
Millerand, forthcoming) that present daunting problems for interpretation and
analysis (Zimmerman 2003). Ecological data, therefore, require intensive descrip-
tion and extensive contextualization in the form of metadata (Michener 2000; Jones
et al. 2001) to be useful for the scientiﬁc purposes of collaborative research outside
the place and time of their collection (Karasti and Baker 2008b). The use of
standards in metadata description not only promises improved discovery and
integration of the data but also automated access of importance to data-intensive
research involving statistical approaches and data mining. The development of a
metadata speciﬁcation by a national center and its adoption by a research
network as a standard has been described and discussed earlier (Millerand and
Bowker 2008, 2009; Millerand and Baker 2010). This paper continues the
narrative of the metadata standard as it unfolds today.
In our analysis, we use the term infrastructure as deﬁned and conceptualized in
Science and Technology Studies (STS). The notion of infrastructure by Star and
Ruhleder (1996) is a multifaceted concept referring to interrelated technical,
social and organizational arrangements involving hardware and software
technologies, standards, procedures, practices and policies together with digital
conﬁgurations in support of human communication and capabilities. In the
context of cyberinfrastructure, the concept has been used, for instance, to study
the social organization of distributed collaboration in ‘big science’ and ‘big data’
(Lee et al. 2006; Aronova et al. 2010). While Star and Ruhleder’s (1996) notion
of infrastructure does not encompass an explicit design interest, it is useful in
sensitizing us to the relational, historico-socio-technical aspects of infrastructure
development. We use it in describing and discussing the work that goes into
collaborative infrastructure development for a long-term ecological research
domain.
In this paper we foreground the issue of long-term that has been recognized but
has remained a background concern of information infrastructure development.
We argue that without awareness of the multiple temporalities and particularly the
long-term temporal scales, studies of infrastructure development remain largely
inﬂuenced by the prevalent, taken-for-granted short-term temporalities. We
emphasize that an understanding of the long-term perspective is needed and will
beneﬁt and enrich the exploration of many other infrastructure development
issues, such as emergence vs. intentional development, and openness vs.
closedness of solutions. With this work we also begin opening up the window
of time in order to extend the temporal reach of CSCW theories, concepts,
methods and applications. Our particular interest is in the actual infrastructure
development work carried out by different participants and the temporal aspects
associated with their work. Thus we consider collaborative processes in different
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but related arenas over time; we observe the associated design practices and
approaches as well as the participant’s views using a temporal research lens
(Ancona et al. 2001). For the purposes of the paper we use the widely used notion
of ‘temporal scales’ (e.g. Zaheer et al. 1999) as well as the more speciﬁc one of
‘temporal orientations’ (Dubinskas 1988). We limit our focus to the short-term
and long-term temporal scales in order to be able to present an analysis of a rich
empirical study together with a theoretical discussion within the length of a
journal paper. Using these temporal elements, we analyze our empirical case and
identify two distinct ‘temporal orientations’ associated with collaborative
infrastructure development: ‘project time’ and ‘infrastructure time’. This paper
presents an alternative perspective to the traditional view of short-term demands
and long-term goals that are typically perceived as a tension. The tension is
recognized as a crucial aspect of and challenge in infrastructure development
(Karasti and Baker 2004; Ribes and Finholt 2007, 2009). However, rather than
treating the differing temporal scales merely as a tension, this paper puts forward
the interplay of the two as a synergistic approach to infrastructure development,
as is exempliﬁed in the ‘infrastructure time’ development orientation of
‘continuing design’.
The following section provides theoretical background on the concepts of
infrastructure and temporal scales with related research in Section 3. Section 4
introduces the empirical setting in an ecological research domain and our
research approach of longitudinal involvement and interdisciplinary research
strategy. Section 5 is devoted to presenting the metadata standard development
study; it focuses on how the temporal scales of short-term and long-term are
evoked, contested and blended in the process of collaborative infrastructure
development work and elaborates on the differing views of the main parties
involved. Section 6 discusses matters relevant to conceptualizing what is at
stake in long-term infrastructure development work; it extends the notion of
infrastructure and puts forward the temporal orientations of ‘project time’ and
‘infrastructure time’ and their related development orientations. Conclusions
underscore the need to enrich understandings of temporality in both CSCW
and e-Research and reveal the large extent of ramiﬁcations and challenges for
all the associated stakeholders.
2. Theoretical background
2.1. On infrastructure and its characteristics
In common parlance, the term ‘infrastructure’ refers to large technological
systems that are essential to human activities. Roads, bridges, rail tracks, and
communication networks constitute the fundamental facilities and systems
serving a country or city. In today’s highly digitalized world, the term is also
used to speak about constellations of software technologies and systems usually
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associated with the Internet, e.g. ‘information infrastructure’ and ‘cyberinfras-
tructure’. Typical metaphors for infrastructure consist of ensembles of things
(e.g. pipes, wires, and servers) that connect or transport people, ﬂuids, signals,
and such while staying in the background and being taken for granted in
addition to being transparent to their users and becoming visible only in case of
breakdown (Star and Ruhleder 1996). Research on infrastructure calls for
changing common views and metaphors on infrastructure: from transparency to
visibility and from substrate to substance. It requires ‘going backstage’ (Star 1999),
studying infrastructure building ‘in the making’ (Star and Bowker 2002) and
practicing ‘infrastructural inversion’ i.e. foregrounding infrastructural elements
(Bowker 1994).
We draw on the conceptualization of infrastructure by Star and Ruhleder
(1996) with related theoretical and methodological works (Star 1999; Star and
Bowker 2002; Bowker et al. forthcoming). The notion has received growing
interest, particularly in recent STS works on large-scale infrastructure
developments in the sciences, e.g. cyberinfrastructure projects (Baker et
al. 2005; Ribes et al. 2005; Karasti et al. 2006; Lee et al. 2006). Other efforts
in the ﬁeld have focused on deepening theoretical understanding of the notion
(Edwards et al. 2007) and circumscribing information infrastructure studies as
an emergent research area (Bowker et al. forthcoming; Edwards et al. 2009).
Socio-technical aspects of infrastructure and their related ethical and political
concerns are central in this literature where infrastructure is envisioned not
only in terms of interdependent components (human resources, technologies,
and organizational structures) but in terms of dynamic ‘conﬁgurations’ of
communities, systems and organizations (Baker et al. 2005; Ribes et al. 2005).
Infrastructure studies encompass several key ideas. One central tenet is that an
infrastructure is formed by the circumstances associated with the following
dimensions: embeddedness, transparency, reach or scope, learned as part of
membership, links with conventions of practice, embodiment of standards, built
on an installed base, becomes visible upon breakdown (Star and Ruhleder 1996,
p. 112–113). Another key idea is that infrastructure is both relational and
practical: “[infrastructure] means different things to different groups and it is part
of the balance of action, tools, and the built environment, inseparable from them”
(Star 1999, p. 377). Infrastructure is relational in the sense that, “one person’s
infrastructure is another’s topic, or difﬁculty” (Star 1999, p. 380). For instance, a
plumber might see the waterworks system of a household connected to the city
water system as a target object, rather than a background support (Star and
Ruhleder 1996, p. 113). A systems developer might envision an application
developed not as infrastructure—as a user might envision it—but as central.
Infrastructure is practical in the sense that an infrastructure happens both “in
practice, for someone, and when connected to some particular activity” (Star and
Ruhleder 1996, p. 112). That is to say, another key understanding is that an
infrastructure is always situated.
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Standards are key to infrastructures. More precisely, ‘embodiment of
standards’ is a critical dimension of infrastructure: “infrastructure takes on
transparency by plugging into other infrastructures and tools in a standardized
fashion” (Star and Ruhleder 1996, p.113). Accommodated and instantiated in
the ‘middleware layer’, standards appear as components of information systems
at the same level as servers (hardware) or applications (software). But standards
are also well known to play a critical role in the evolution of information
and communication technology in general—just think about the Internet
(Abbate 1999). Furthermore, standard-making and standardization processes
are recognized to have technical, managerial, organizational, as well as
economic aspects to them (see e.g. Lyytinen and King 2006 and other papers
in the same special issue of MIS Quarterly). In this paper, we recognize and
explore the metadata standard as a critical element in the development of
research network infrastructure that crystallized signiﬁcant tensions from
competing temporal perspectives.
2.2. On temporal scales and orientations
Our common sense views on ‘temporal scales’ relate to durations of time, such
as lunch hours, workdays, and funding periods. While there has been a
substantial amount of research on time, researchers have rarely reached
agreement (Adam 1990, 1994). For instance, temporal scales have been studied
from both objective and subjective perspectives. According to the objective
view, time scales are used to refer to absolute, quantiﬁable and measurable size
temporal intervals independent of human action (e.g. Zaheer et al. 1999) such as
chronos, clock and calendar time. From a subjective standpoint, temporal scales
are seen as socially constructed, contextual, and relative to people’s norms,
beliefs and customs, such as kairos and ‘instantaneous’ time. Other examples
include timeless time (Castells 1996), the ‘duree’ of daily experiences (e.g.
day’s work ‘Tagwerk’ (Adam 1990)), the ‘dasein’ of life or career time (e.g.
Traweek 1988) or illness trajectory (Strauss et al. 1985), and the ‘longue duree’ of
institutions and history (e.g. Brand 1999). In this paper we align with a gradually
growing stance that sees the necessity of attending to both structural/objective and
interpretive/subjective aspects of temporal order (e.g. Barley 1988; Orlikowski and
Yates 2002; Reddy et al. 2006).
Temporal scales are diverse. In addition to the above examples of temporal
scales relating to human/social systems, temporal scales dependent upon other
‘actors’ can be of importance such as those relative to nature’s time or ecosystem
change (Magnuson 1990; Foster and Aber 2004; Smith 2003) as well as those
engraved in the built environment and associated with technologies such as
railroads (Cronon 1991), electrical systems (Hughes 1983) and digital or IT
systems (‘Internet time’). With a particular interest in infrastructures, Edwards
and colleagues put forward a temporal scale of 200 years that has been required
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for certain changes in society to have slowly taken place giving rise to
information infrastructures and followed by the current development of
cyberinfrastructures (Edwards et al. 2007). There is an increasing recognition of
the diversity of temporal scales. For instance, in an analysis of time scales at play in
settings of ecosocial systems education, Lemke identiﬁes as many as 22
representative time scales for education and related processes that though lacking
in speciﬁcs of technological timescales, range from chemical synthesis processes
taking only fractions of a microsecond to time scales of seconds to years perceptible
to humans to universal change spanning billions of years (Lemke 2000).
Temporal scales are described as situated or pertaining to particular settings. To
be able to understand what temporal scales are meaningful in a particular social
setting, one needs to study the everyday practices of participants with a ‘temporal
lens’, i.e. putting temporal aspects front and center (Ancona et al. 2001).
Participants in speciﬁc settings account for the meaningfulness of temporal scales
in their social, technological and natural environment, hence temporal scales can
be observed in participants’ practices and views. For instance, Traweek highlights
both beamtimes and lifetimes as consequential temporal scales in the world of
high-energy physicists (Traweek 1988). Temporal scales are institutionalized
through the production and reproduction of such practices, and temporal scales
may, thus, vary under different conditions as participants shape and reinforce
them to suit changing circumstances. An example from information systems
design suggests that the temporal scales of systems designers in ‘traditional’
systems development settings have been adapted in alternative environments. For
instance, shorter time periods are emphasized in the cases of agile, rapid or
internet-speed software development (Baskerville et al. 2003).
Temporal scales are relational and they vary, for instance, for different
participants as was highlighted through a study of the French republican calendar
over 30 years ago by Zerubavel (1977). In a more recent study of biotechnology
industries, Dubinskas has identiﬁed two communities of different occupations as
professions contrasting in terms of temporal scales: company executives and
research biologists. According to Dubinskas, the temporal scales for managers
can be characterized in terms of short-range plans and closed-frame problem
solving whereas scientists’ temporal scales relate to more long-term, open-ended
planning and problem solving. Based on these temporal scales, he identiﬁes
‘closed’ and ‘open ended’ temporal orientations, respectively (Dubinskas 1988).
Temporal orientations are thus temporal scales that relate to a group’s
understanding of meaning and value as well as to their interests, aims and
motivation. While we acknowledge Orlikowski and Yates’ critique pointing out
that temporal orientations are not stable properties of occupational groups but an
emergent property of attending to both open-ended and closed temporal element
amidst everyday activities (2002), we explore these distinctions to more fully
understand what is at stake and to conceptually further develop the notion of
temporal orientation that we describe as ‘infrastructure time’ in our case.
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3. Related research
Within CSCW, temporal aspects of everyday work have been studied extensively,
for instance, via studies of time management and temporal coordination (Egger
and Wagner 1993; Bardram 2000; Crabtree et al. 2003; Reddy et al. 2006) and
via investigations of rhythms, patterns and temporal trajectories (Reddy and
Dourish 2002; Sandusky 2003; Seebeck et al. 2005; Nilsson and Hertzum 2005).
Furthermore, temporal aspects of collaboration have been analyzed in relation to a
number of collaboration technologies such as email (Tyler and Tang 2003) and
groupware calendar systems (Lee 2003; Crabtree et al. 2003). There are a few studies
that show interest in longer timeframes including articles highlighting aspects of
long-term interaction in ofﬁce work (Dix et al. 1998), the need to bridge the gap
between face-to-face communication in long-term collaboration (Lindstaedt and
Schneider 1997), the necessity to consider both real-time supervisory control work
and differently paced design work (Sandusky 2003), and long-term collaboration in
software maintenance (Lougher and Rodden 1993). Nevertheless, it is interesting to
note that ‘long-term’ temporal scales in these studies refer to rather short-term
timeframes, such as “hours, days or even weeks” (Dix et al. 1998, p. 9), “during
different phases of a project” (Lindstaedt and Schneider 1997, p. 331), and “daily
periods”, “weekly cycles” and “windows of time (during weekends and holidays)”
(Sandusky 2003, p. 101). Only Lougher and Rodden acknowledge longer
timeframes in relation to software maintenance work “extending over a period of
many years with some systems even being in use for in excess of two decades”
(1993, p. 229). Correspondingly, durations of multiple years and decades found in
our case study are relevant to the notion of ‘infrastructure time’, extending beyond
moments of conversational turn-taking, workdays and work weeks that traditionally
represent the long-term in studies of everyday interaction and collaboration.
Further, the notion of collaboratory used widely both in CSCW and
cyberinfrastructure studies of scientiﬁc collaboration (e.g. Sonnenwald 2003;
Finholt 2002; Olson et al. 2008), has a spatial-speciﬁc cast. Collaboratories were
initially deﬁned as “center[s] without walls in which researchers can work
together regardless of physical location” (Wulf 1993). A more recent deﬁnition
continues with a focus on spatial distribution and interest in real-time interaction
in stating: “A collaboratory is an organizational entity that spans distance,
supports rich and recurring human interaction oriented to a common research
area, and provides access to data sources, artifacts and tools required to
accomplish research tasks.” (Olson et al. 2008, p. 3). The typology of
collaboratories (Bos et al. 2008) focuses on different ways of creating large-
scale organizational structures for scientiﬁc collaboration, and from the temporal
point of view usually differentiates between synchronous and asynchronous
modes of collaboration.
In the ﬁeld of information systems at large, collaborative development work is
typically organized as projects (see e.g. Avison and Torkzadeh 2008). In projects,
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time is traditionally viewed as a scarce resource of measurable clock time to be
ordered through design methods and models delimited by project management
which in research and development (R & D) settings relates to periods of funded
project time. However, such formal approaches based on a mechanistic model of
work appear inadequate to manage team members’ practices in contemporary
working environments (Nandhakumar 2002). A number of studies have made
visible the multitude of temporalities involved in the actual practices of information
systems development (Nandhakumar and Jones 2001; Nandhakumar 2002; Stacey
and Nandhakumar 2009; see also Bucciarelli 1988). Furthermore, a study of
software development in the Internet environment shows how developers’
approaches, methods and practices are formed in relation to the temporal
characteristics of the Internet industry. Thus, software development associated
with web delivery emphasizes shorter cycle times and introduces shorter than
traditional temporal scales known as internet-speed or web-speed (Baskerville
et al. 2003). Infrastructure development has not yet received similar temporal
interest, though related issues such as standardization vs. ﬂexibility, global vs.
local, and small-scale vs. large-scale (Hanseth et al. 1996; Monteiro 1998; Rolland
and Monteiro 2002), have been investigated.
The suggestion to transform ‘infrastructure’ into a transitive verb as initially
proposed by Star and Bowker in an article asking “How to infrastructure?”
(2002), prompted a stream of research (e.g. Karasti and Baker 2004; Karasti and
Syrjänen 2004; Edwards et al. 2007; Pipek and Wulf 2009; Baker and Millerand,
forthcoming) investigating development processes in terms of ‘infrastructuring’.
Incremental, iterative processes, discerned as ‘growing’ over time, contribute to
questioning whether infrastructures can be built at all in the traditional sense of
technology development (cf. Freeman 2007). Traditional measures of size in
terms of numbers of participants and systems or of computational cycles and
storage units are not taken as the most important denominator of infrastructures;
rather infrastructural systems and their integration are the focus (Hanseth and
Lundberg 2001; Karasti and Syrjänen 2004; Pipek and Wulf 2009). Some of
these studies draw on previous research on continuing design in use (Henderson
and Kyng 1991) and tailoring (Trigg and Bødker 1994), and later work on
appropriation (Pipek 2005) with roots in the Participatory Design tradition where
development is seen as taking place over time. Yet, these approaches of
‘infrastructuring’ deal with long-term processes and related problematics
implicitly rather than with explicit analysis of the temporal.
Within Science and Technology Studies, long-term temporal scales are
common and studies may span long historical periods. Seminal works on large-
scale technological systems providing broad level, policy-oriented historical
analyses demonstrated the need to pay attention to innovation processes over the
long-term to understand major technological developments and institutional
changes (Hughes 1983). More recent works within STS looking at information
infrastructure development consider time as a base-level tension that adds
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complexity to the work of infrastructure building—when short and long-term
funded projects don’t suit the even longer time scales over which infrastructures
typically develop and take hold (Edwards et al. 2007). “The time scale in
historical studies of infrastructural change is decades to centuries—considerably
longer than most research projects in cyberinfrastructure!” (Edwards et al. 2007,
p. 8). Ethnographic studies argue for paying attention to the diverse temporalities
of all the involved actors (e.g. scientists, information technology specialists,
informatics researchers, data specialists, communities, funding agencies) as an
alternative to viewing infrastructure growth in sequential phases, e.g. emergence,
maturation, loss of impetus and so on, according to linear time (Millerand and
Bowker 2009). Following Latour (1996), it is argued that “time is a variable, not
an explanatory framework for the phenomenon under consideration” (Millerand
and Bowker 2008, p. 280). Such a perspective on time allows one to “better grasp
how the existence and even the reality of projects vary over time, in line with the
engagement or disengagement of actors in the development of these projects or
objects” (Millerand and Bowker 2009, p. 151).
Much of the STS oriented research on cyberinfrastructure has investigated the
organization of large-scale, multi-institutional undertakings developing both
social and technological infrastructure. Focus is on the commonly identiﬁed
difﬁculties, such as communication, collaboration and coordination, in the new
organizational structures that serve geographically distributed collaborations (Olson
andOlson 2000; Finholt 2002; Lawrence 2006; Lee et al. 2006). From the point of view
of long-term temporal scales, the work by Ribes and Finholt (2009) offers an interesting
exception. They utilize Stuart Brand’s concept of ‘the long now’ as a conceptualization
of time that demands sustainability become of central concern today. Infrastructure
development may be seen as an occasion for ‘the long now’: “it is a concept that
collapses immediate design and deployment with the work of maintenance and
sustainable development” (Ribes and Finholt 2009, p. 393). Through an analysis of
participants’ formulation of the problems encountered in developing long-term
information infrastructure, Ribes and Finholt identify a set of tensions in order to
delineate “the problem space in which choices about information infrastructure design
are made” (p. 393). In such a ‘problem space’, we analyze the actual practices and
concrete ways that participants in a particular endeavor have developed over time for
dealing with long-term collaborative infrastructure development.
4. Empirical setting and research approach
4.1. An ecological research domain
The empirical case in this paper is situated within an ecological research domain.
The infrastructure development in this study may be identiﬁed as collaborative
work that occurs in three arenas: (1) a national center for the domain of ecological
sciences, (2) an ecological research network, and (3) individual research sites that
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constitute the research network. The main parties associated with the infrastruc-
ture development of interest are developers at a national center and information
managers located at sites within the research network. The national center in
question is the National Center for Ecological Analysis and Synthesis (NCEAS),
and the research network is the US Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER)
Network.
The US LTER is a network of research sites carrying out ecological research
collaboratively according to the LTER program and traditions. The LTER program
was funded by the US National Science Foundation (NSF) with the idea of scaling
up both spatially and temporally from typical small-scale and short-term ecological
studies (Hobbie et al. 2003). Long-term ecological research spans diverse spatial
and temporal scales, recognizing historical change as a key to understanding the
present and anticipating the future (Callahan 1984; Magnuson 1990). The
timeframes involved in long-term ecological research are illustrated by 200–
1,000 year experiments (Harmon et al. 1999; Smith 2003; Foster and Aber 2004).
Since establishment in 1980, the research network has been supported by NSF
long-term funding arrangement. Sites are selected to become part of the LTER
program through competitions held by NSF. After the initial competition, they no
longer compete against one another; rather, each site is evaluated every six years
for continuation and renewal of funding.
The 26 research sites that currently form the research network study their
particular local biomes, i.e. climatically and geographically deﬁned ensembles of
communities of plants, animals, and soil organisms, often referred to as
ecosystems. The sites design their own ﬁeld measurement programs, collect
long-term time series data, and take responsibility for the management of research
data produced locally. Aligning with the aim of the research network to create a
legacy of well-designed and documented long-term experiments and observations
for use by future generations, many sites have legacy data going back well over a
hundred years. Data management has been an integral part of the research
network since its inception, and its importance has grown to be described as
information management (Baker et al. 2000). The data-rich nature of ecology and
the work associated with long-term datasets together form the very foundation for
long-term ecological research. Consequently, the timeframes of information
management intertwine with those of long-term ecological research, legacy
datasets, and expectations of future reuse, effectively extending the temporal
scope and thereby the perspective of participants from the past well into the
future.
In addition to being charged with the care of data, site information managers
are also responsible for the development and maintenance of local infrastructures.
Thus, each site has its own practices and arrangements for data management
including a data repository and local software tools. Though anchored at their
sites, information managers have developed an all-site forum called the
Information Management Committee that forms a ‘Community of Practice’
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(Lave and Wenger 1991). This collective forum offers them an opportunity to
learn from each other’s experiences with diverse local arrangements as well as to
collaboratively develop information infrastructure for the research network
(Karasti and Baker 2004; Karasti et al. 2006). In recent years, a new urgency
has been introduced by cyberinfrastructure efforts; the information managers have
become challenged to change from their established ways that support data use
for site-based research to collaborate on infrastructure efforts that enable wider
community and public (re)use of the data. This new work is largely predeﬁned by
participation in large-scale, multi-institutional cyberinfrastructure initiatives with
network partners including national centers (Cushing et al. 2005; ARLWorkshop in
New Collaborative Relations 2006). Following the documentation of the concept of
non-spatial metadata by a committee within the Ecological Society of America
(Michener et al. 1997), development of the metadata speciﬁcation, i.e. the Ecological
Metadata Language (EML), was proposed to NSF as the Knowledge Network for
Biocomplexity project. The research effort was funded for three years (1999–2002)
and centered at NCEAS. Development of the metadata standard brought LTER
information managers together with NCEAS developers.
With this case study, we are presenting a snapshot of a research network gradually
unfolding over three decades (1980–ongoing) that highlights semantic work and
associated software tools development as a crucial part of the infrastructure required
for data-rich collaborative ecological research. The metadata standard in question is a
speciﬁcation for describing ecological datasets so that they can be understood
beyond their point of origin and place of initial processing. Metadata are structured
statements about other data, in this case about primary observational data, and a
standard deﬁnes the structure and elements that provide the information needed by
other researchers for interpreting correctly the data. For instance, in a simple case,
metadata for a dataset would include a dataset title, keywords, abstract and owner
name as well as the names and units of each variable. While with a few thousand
datasets such indexing work may appear mundane at a research group or laboratory
scale, the complexity of this work explodes. Larger assemblages of datasets, needed
for interdisciplinary research where data cross-disciplinary domains, space and time,
make a comprehensive metadata standard elusive. A metadata standard would need
to provide a structured yet harmonized framework for describing diverse data at
increasing levels of detail needed for enabling data discovery, access, query,
integration, exchange, and comparability. In the case we study, a metadata standard
would enable queries for data discovery and comparability to be made across all
research network sites’ datasets seamlessly, and ultimately across those within the
domain of environmental sciences.
4.2. Longitudinal involvement and interdisciplinary research strategy
Our collective research approach can be described as long-term involvement,
necessary because the investigation of infrastructure requires long-term commit-
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ment. This is supported by interdisciplinary partnerships that include membership
in and experience with the research network, information management, science
and technology studies, computer supported collaborative work, participatory
design, workplace studies and that foster ongoing learning upon which this paper
draws.
Our collective research environment supports the study of longer temporal
scales in, at least, three ways. First, we have had the rare chance to be involved
with and studying the US ecological research network in question for a number of
years. Baker has been a practicing researcher since 1990 when the ﬁrst of the two
sites for which she is an information manager started in the network. Karasti did
ﬁeldwork within the US research network in 2002 and has continued participation
in and study of long-term ecological research at different organizational levels
and geographical regions including international, European and Finnish net-
works. Millerand carried out ﬁeldwork within the same US research network
starting in 2004 and continues studying it, notably the information management
community as well as the development of cyberinfrastructure and standards. As a
result, we have formed longitudinal understanding(s) about the empirical setting.
Second, the research network has existed for three decades, and thus provides a
relatively mature setting to be studied. It is a research network with history,
culture, customs and infrastructure arrangements predating the cyberinfrastructure
era; it has various trajectories of change as well as ongoing change processes.
Third, the research network itself is profoundly oriented towards the long-term
perspective, both in science, information management and infrastructure work.
This provides opportunities to study the ways and methods that network
participants have created to deal with the complexities, concerns, and constraints
inherent to the long-term temporal scope of its core interests and activities.
The empirical data for the research reported in this paper were collected by
Millerand and Baker within the research network from 2004 to 2006. During this
two year period, they conducted 15 interviews, attended meetings about the
metadata standard (e.g. working groups), participated in numerous discussions
and phone calls about the metadata standard and related topics, and made
frequent observations on the standardization process across the LTER sites.
Corpus for document analysis included proposals, surveys and reports including
articles in the information manager newsletter, technical documentation (e.g.
EML Best Practices) as well as tool prototypes and demos.
Our individual empirical work within the long-term ecological research
network(s) and subsequent shared—yet also differently positioned—understand-
ing(s) have allowed us to carry out research and analysis as a distributed team.
Our distance collaboration has been supported by Internet technologies such as
conference calls, email and shared workspaces. We ﬁrst discussed several
possible interesting cases from each of our three distinct experiences with the
ﬁeldwork. The metadata standard case emerged quickly as interesting because it
showed salient temporal issues. Since only two of us have been closely involved
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with the case, we built a detailed narrative from which we could work and carry
out new analysis focusing on temporal dimensions. During analysis sessions we
have talked and shared interpretations about the empirical data in considering
how different temporal scales are woven into the practices of and participants’
views about infrastructure development work. Also, we have drawn broadly upon
our experiences within the empirical setting over the long term.
Our collective research approach is based on an interdisciplinary research
strategy where we pooled and modiﬁed our theoretical and methodological
frameworks to be able to grasp the complexity and the expanse of infrastructure
development. Unlike a multidisciplinary approach that would address infrastruc-
ture development from independent disciplinary points of view—thus leading to
the production of distinct discourses with the risk of a research object being
parceled out, we engaged in an interdisciplinary approach by aiming at
developing a common conceptual framework—thus expanding our existing
disciplinary-marked research perspectives (Klein 1990). For instance, the
combination of information management insights and attention to science and
technology ethnographic perspectives was critical in carrying out the detailed
analysis of standards development as it occurred. Further, bringing participatory
development into the analysis highlighted aspects of standard-making as
collaborative infrastructure development. Integration of STS with interdisciplin-
ary works on time research signiﬁcantly opened up our understanding of the
temporal issues at play in collaborative infrastructure development.
5. Empirical study
This section describes the collaborative process of developing and implementing
a metadata standard and related tools, with a focus on the temporal scales of
short-term and long-term. Figure 1 summarizes the key elements of the case
description. Section 5.1 sets the stage with a few chronological elements.
Section 5.2 describes the project to develop the metadata speciﬁcation at the
national center, its adoption as a standard, and subsequent attempts to implement
it in the ecological research network. Section 5.3 explains the continuing
development of the metadata standard by the information managers located at
sites within the ecological research network. Presentation of differing temporal
views of main participant groups completes the empirical study section
(Section 5.4).
5.1. Setting the stage
Metadata work went on within the research network throughout the 1990’s. For
instance, a network catalogue or list of dataset descriptions could be created
because the sites had in place metadata forms as an integral part of managing
their scientiﬁc data. The forms, however, were formalized in diverse ways, thus
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limiting metadata sharing through the research network. In 1996, the inauguration
of a project to develop a research network wide information system (Brunt 1998;
Baker et al. 2000) stimulated discussions about standardizing data management
procedures and encouraged the development of common tools for the information
managers. It is from this context that the project to develop a metadata standard
emerged and became the focus of research projects by a consortium of partners
including the national center.
At the national center, development of the metadata standard begins in 1996
with awareness of the value of a domain-wide standard for the whole of ecological
research. Version 1.0 of the standard was released in 1997. Several versions of the
standard and related software tools were developed within an ‘open’ development
arena. In 2001, a stable version (version 2.0) was released and presented to the
research network. A consensus decision was made to adopt the metadata standard
in order to enable data discovery and reuse. At the annual meeting of information
managers in 2005, progress was seen as somewhat mixed. The standard
implementation was still ongoing and seen as a complex and laborious process
(Millerand et al. 2005). In 2009, there is full site participation in terms of capacity
to submit standard compliant datasets to a centralized metadata catalogue of the
research network but metadata related work related to fuller functionality is still
underway both at sites and at the network level. Ramiﬁcations of adopting the
metadata standard are still driving site change and innovation.
5.2. Development of the standard
5.2.1. ‘Potentially universal’ in the long-term yet ‘ready-to-use’ for the short-term
The main objective of the developers of the metadata standard located at the
national center involved a domain level goal: to develop a universal standard
Figure 1. Continuing development from a Unit Dictionary as part of a metadata standard to a
Network Unit Dictionary to a Network Unit Registry.
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valid for ecology. The intention was to create a metadata speciﬁcation fulﬁlling
ecological research needs with an interim goal of having it adopted as a standard
by selected networks within the domain. Adoption would provide recognition of
its usefulness and demonstrate its potential as a standard for the larger ecological
domain. Adoption would also signal a positive end of the project in terms of a
successful deliverable provided within the funded project timeframe. Completing
a stable version of the speciﬁcation in 2001, developers envisioned the
speciﬁcation as a potentially universal standard in the long term and, at the same
time, as a suitable ready-to-use standard for current needs of the research
networks and the larger domain of ecological research (Jones et al. 2001;
McCartney and Jones 2002; Fergraus et al. 2005). In Star and Ruhleder’s words
about infrastructure properties, the standard would “reach beyond a single event
or one-site practice” (1996, p. 113), aiming at gaining the reach and scope of an
infrastructure element.
As implementation of the standard began across the ecological research
network, tensions crystallized and issues arose as the ramiﬁcations of introducing
the standard in local settings gradually emerged (Millerand et al. 2005). Sites ran
into difﬁculties: the standard was complex and difﬁcult to understand in its
entirety. The technical tools intended to facilitate its implementation proved
largely unusable at the sites, i.e. incompatible with existing local site data
practices and infrastructures. In general there ensued a large amount of ill-
deﬁned, unanticipated work at all levels—from conceptual design to ﬁnancial
support—that was added to the normal workload with minimal new resources
provided for planning or for development. That is, it took some time before it was
recognized that implementation of the standard entailed additional activities, such
as the modiﬁcation or redesign of existing site data practices and information
systems as well as the development of new network practices and applications
addressing multi-site coordination requirements (Baker and Millerand 2008).
Thus there was need both to modify local practices and to augment the standard.
In practice, the (universal) standard had to be understood and implemented at
each (singular) site in order to be used within the ecological research network as a
whole. The information managers had to juggle short and long-term concerns and
constraints while engaging in implementing the metadata standard. From a short-
term view, they had to coordinate across the sites a common interpretation of key
concepts incorporated in metadata standard such as what constitutes a ‘project’3
(a site with all its associated datasets that may be related to multiple ﬁeld
campaigns and investigators) and a ‘dataset’ (a set of tables with each table
recording a set of related measurements with speciﬁed units, having similar
methods and sampling design as well as related in terms of collocation in
geography and time). As an example of alternate interpretations, research sites
had described a ‘project’ as the datasets from a one-time ﬁeld study, a three-year
funded research project, or a single long-term monitoring deployment. Each site
had to modify existing data management practices to be able to produce the
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agreed upon metadata. From a long-term view, the information managers needed
to extend site metadata content as well as to create or redesign mechanisms for
metadata production (Baker et al. 2006a).
Information managers gradually discovered that in addition to the above
described contextualization work related to modiﬁcation of local metadata
practices in order to create a shared interpretation of the metadata standard,
successful implementation also required an augmentation of the standard. As an
illustration we describe here an example that will be elaborated in Section 5.3.
The example concerns measurement unit descriptions that were provided with the
metadata standard but turned out to be too narrow a set to be useful in practice.
They consisted mainly of standard or ‘universal’ units (e.g. ‘second’ for time or
‘milliliter’ for amount of substance) whereas a majority of measurement units in
use in ecological research were designated ‘customized units’ (e.g. ‘Milligrams-
OfCarbonPerMeterCubed’ for production and ‘NumberOfEggsInNest’ for
reproductive success). As full metadata description of a dataset requires
speciﬁcation of the unit for each measurement variable, information managers
realized they would have to create a new approach in the form of an
application that would augment the metadata standard capacity in terms of
well-documented unit descriptions needed to create well-described data. This
limitation exempliﬁes the situatedness of infrastructure as well as an inherent
tension between local and global where the expectation is that ‘local’ practices
are to be afforded by a ‘global’ technology in a natural manner, and, at the
same time, where infrastructure has to take on transparency and to plug into
other infrastructures in a standardized way (Star and Ruhleder 1996). In this
case, the standard would have to be augmented so that it could support local
practices at a site level (a central concern for information managers) while
being able to plug into other infrastructures and tools in a transparent way at a
domain level (a central concern for the developers).
5.2.2. Short-term biases in design
The design approach adopted by developers at the national center followed an
open development process based on a collaborative effort with voluntary
participation offered to ecological research communities. Though initially the
product of a specialist in ecological informatics working with staff members and
doctoral students, a broad participation, especially from the research network’s
information managers, was expected because of the open-door invitation. The
initiative, however, largely failed to engage many information managers mainly
due to an incompatibility of working timeframes and resources. Developers were
used to working at a distance, interacting frequently with use of chat tools,
spending hours a day working on and communicating about the standard.
Engaging with the developers’ team meant being able to join the form and pace
of real-time exchange. Allocation of time at the developers’ tempo of meeting
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routinely and frequently was something that the information managers were
unable to do within the informal role of volunteer participants or ad hoc
members. Given the daily involvement of the developers, progress was fast, ‘like
a ﬁre-hose’, and it was almost impossible for the information managers to stay
up-to-date and to participate in the ongoing development process. In other words,
developers at a national center used a design process that was open in theory but
closed in practice given the singular emphasis on real-time participation. The
short-term bias can be considered an example of a lack of collaborative design
methods for engaging multiple participant groups with divergent timeframes; that
is, considering possibilities for alternative temporalities in development would
enable collaboration.
5.3. Continuing development of the standard
In this section, we describe the collaborative development by the information
managers of two tools that would work in coordination with the metadata
standard and would facilitate implementation of the standard at sites. They, in
effect, continued the metadata standard-making process—but at the site and
network level instead of at the domain level—through work on a network unit
dictionary and a network unit registry. These examples of collective tool
development represent ‘augmenting for the short-term’ (the network unit
dictionary) and ‘growing over the long-term’ (the network unit registry) (see
Figure 1). Both examples illustrate in-practice innovation (cf. situated innovation,
Dittrich et al. 2009) in that—in struggling with diversity and attempting to create
consensus—they draw upon the inherent conﬁguration and characteristics of the
networked organization with local sites and rely on incremental inclusion made
possible by the continuity of the research network. Short-term and long-term
concerns are incorporated into information managers’ continuing design effort,
effectively combining the temporal scales traditionally perceived as at odds with
each other.
5.3.1. Response in the short-term: augmenting a network unit dictionary
Once the standard was adopted, a collective initiative to develop a tool—a
network unit dictionary—emerged in the midst of the difﬁculties encountered in
metadata standard implementation. The information managers recognized the
dictionary content as a critical limitation of the unit dictionary packaged with the
metadata standard because the dictionary contained only a set of physical units
whereas ecology is well-recognized as involving a diversity of biological
observations and measurements with a large number of different units; in fact,
physical measurements represent only a fraction of the data recorded. They
conceived of a ‘network unit dictionary’ as a metadata standard ‘related tool’ that
could be developed to augment the existing unit dictionary two-category system
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for describing the types of units: ‘standard’ or ‘custom’. The former indicates that
the unit can be found in the unit dictionary of the metadata standard while the
latter indicates it is not in the metadata dictionary. One of the challenges for
information managers was to address the ambiguity introduced by the ‘custom
unit’ category, an ambiguity that is a serious barrier to the goal of data
integration. Since the work of unit identiﬁcation by matching with entries in the
unit dictionary is not carried out for custom units, information important to data
use and particularly to data integration is not available. A large number of the
units used at the research sites fell into the catch-all category of ‘custom unit’. In
short, the development of a network unit dictionary listing all units for data
collected at sites of the research network was launched. The network unit
dictionary was developed collaboratively, and it proved useful in the short-term
as a coordinating device: making available a publically controlled list of custom
units to which individual research sites could compare their own units. The
dictionary made visible the contents of the opaque, ambiguous category of
‘custom’ in the metadata standard. Initially a subset of sites communicated
periodically about their handling of units. Units were aggregated, a web
application developed and a prototype demonstrated at an Information Manage-
ment Committee meeting in 2005 (Baker et al. 2006b). A working group
convened subsequently continued by launching work on a Unit Best Practices
effort. During development, exchange of information occurred about experiences
with identiﬁcation of non-standard units, site methods used in managing units,
and understandings of how units were organized within the metadata standard.
5.3.2. Viability over the long-term: growing a network unit registry
In time the notion of a network unit dictionary expanded to include a ‘network
unit registry’ as the new concept of ‘scope’ emerged from the dictionary dialogue
(Baker et al. 2006b). The scope represents a mechanism for deﬁning the
acceptance level of a speciﬁc unit while allowing the status to change over time.
Multiple levels of scope were considered with two levels ﬁnally adopted: ‘site’
indicating that the unit was used at and contributed by a site and ‘LTER’
indicating that the unit was accepted at the research network level. The ‘site’
scope was assigned at the moment of submission of a new unit by a site.
The process of moving between the two levels of scope was given the name
‘vetting’. The network unit registry represents a collaborative tool supporting
change through a review process. In essence, the existence of a ‘site’ designation
ensures immediate acceptance and visibility of a local site unit in a network
digital commons; it is the ﬁrst step in creating a new unit dictionary entry. The
vetting process prompts contributors to discuss whether a unit is (or could be in
the future) a local site-speciﬁc unit or an all-site network unit. In so doing, the
immediate need for recognizing and gathering site units occurs without delay or
impedance to site work so that speciﬁc local metadata becomes coordinated with
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research network metadata with respect to units. Meanwhile, the long-term need
to explore and resolve differences in units is addressed through assemblage and
comparison by unit submitters. This development process recognizes and allows
for the complexity of the undertaking and is still evolving.
In response to the need to open for scrutiny the ‘custom’ unit category in the
metadata standard and to create a network unit dictionary gathering units-in-
use, information managers developed the concept of ‘scope’ with identiﬁed
levels of acceptance for units. ‘Vetting’ is being designed as a process to
facilitate management of the status of a unit as it moves between levels. The
temporal dimension manifests in an awareness of the long-term, starting with
the existing units of the ‘installed base’ (Star and Ruhleder 1996) and
recognizing a need to plan for the future by creating tools that support the
process of growing a unit dictionary over time by including not just current
units but planning for units that will need to be changed or that will emerge in
the future and need to be added.
In these two cases of tool development, information managers drew upon their
accustomed, shared methods and practices of collaborative infrastructure
development, an approach that has been described as Community Design
(Karasti and Baker 2008a). Implementation of the standard and subsequent in-
practice innovation in the ecological research network might not have been
possible if information managers did not have a legacy of common experiences
with a collaborative approach and associated methods that are proven, shared,
and improving over time. In addition to the use of traditional methods of
networked organization, e.g. mailing lists, research network surveys, working
groups, white paper generation and collegial sensitivity to difference, information
managers have developed methods that enable collaborative development while
minimizing disturbance to ongoing practices, e.g., ‘learning through collabora-
tion-in-design’, ‘cherry-picking’, ‘prototyping into consensus’, and ‘identiﬁcation
of minimum sets of requirements’ (Karasti and Baker 2004; Karasti et al. 2006).
In these methods relations between sites are characterized by an understanding of
the importance of dialogue about similarities and differences both as learning
opportunities and as a way for informing research network decision-making
(Karasti and Baker 2004; Karasti et al. 2006). Furthermore, practices have
evolved to ensure that time is devoted to network level concerns through attention
to development of informal and formal communications, a tradition of
participation by every site in the Information Management Committee, and a
legacy of collaborative work that allows for extended periods of time for gaining
the inclusion of all sites in the research network (Karasti and Baker 2008a).
5.4. Differing temporal views and orientations of participant groups
While the previous sections have described the practices of developers and
information managers, this section takes a closer look at the temporal views of
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collaborative infrastructure development held by these two parties. We link these
views with Dubinskas’ notion of temporal orientations (1988) and identify two
temporal orientations: ‘project time’ and ‘infrastructure time’.
5.4.1. Developers’ ‘project time’
The temporal orientation of ‘project time’ can be characterized through the
practices and views of developers as they develop the metadata standard. While
their temporal orientation varies between open-ended and closed amidst their
everyday activities (Orlikowski and Yates 2002), it becomes closed every time a
project comes to an end in order to accomplish and delineate promised results (cf.
executives’ temporal orientation in Dubinskas (1988)). As there are typically
several loosely associated projects, both consecutive and overlapping, successive
periods of ‘beginnings and ends’ abound and developers frequently need to
engage in closed temporal orientation to be able to deliver promised results and
products within funded project time. For instance, in considering the question of
unit dictionary for the metadata standard, the developers adopted a two category
solution: ‘standard’ and ‘custom’ units because they needed to ﬁnish the product
(the metadata speciﬁcation) that would bring successful completion by project
end. As the issue of units quite unexpectedly emerged late in the project, the
developers reviewed and assessed existing approaches, after which the physical
standard units solution was chosen because it included a well-known classiﬁca-
tion scheme for measurement typology and a custom category could be included
to act as a catch-all category for the rest of units. In ‘project time’, near-term
plans and closed-frame problem solving are linked to the short-term funding
cycles of a project-based organization. As exempliﬁed here, the developers
resolved the tension between short and long-term in technology development
within ‘project time’ demonstrating that their temporal orientation is necessary
and suitable for their project-based work environment.
From the perspective of developers working within project timeframes, the
scope of information managers’ plans is too long for project-based research and
development efforts. Further, developers would see the processes of incremental
outcomes, such as in the case of information managers developing the network
unit dictionary and registry, as encompassing a seemingly inﬁnite process into a
vague future with no ﬁnished product in sight. This open-ended approach to
collaborative infrastructure development is seen as unrealistic. According to
developers, work ‘realism’ in the realm of standards has necessarily to do with
short-term considerations, including R & D project funding.
5.4.2. Information managers’ ‘infrastructure time’
The temporal orientation of ‘infrastructure time’ becomes visible through
information managers’ practices and views as they use, modify, and further
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develop the adopted metadata standard. Information managers’ temporal orienta-
tion is similar to that of the developers in that it varies between open-ended and
closed amidst everyday work activities (Orlikowski and Yates 2002). Yet, it is
different in that it favors an open-endedness much like the scientists’ temporal
orientation in Dubinskas (1988) in the sense that there exists an awareness of the
continuity of development efforts and an understanding that the data cannot be
abandoned in turning to new technology development efforts. The case provides an
example of information managers’ open-ended temporal orientation and practice of
handling the short-term while also working for the long-term.
For the data practices and infrastructure development work of information
managers within this data-focused scientiﬁc network, open-ended planning and
processual, long-range problem-solving are linked to decades of shared
experience gained in and through working collaboratively on information
management and infrastructure development within an environment with a
long-term perspective, that is the research network’s scientiﬁc program and its
sustained funding. Information managers employ collaboration methods that
allow for long-lasting open-ended intervals, such as for gaining the inclusion of
units over time and of all sites to be able to submit metadata standard compliant
datasets to a network metadata catalogue. The tension between different temporal
scales is resolved when both short-term and long-term are attended to within
‘infrastructure time’ where a short-term solution (the existing unit dictionary
packaged with the standard) is viewed within an infrastructure time trajectory of
continuing development of a short-term tool (the network unit dictionary) and the
design of a long-term update process enabling addition of units and vetting of
entries (the network unit registry). In the work of information managers the long-
term does not appear as an isolatable issue, rather it is a speciﬁc concern that is
continuously attended to and accounted for as a part and parcel of their ongoing,
everyday work.
From the perspective of the information managers, the work of developers is
seen as ‘short-sighted’: mired in generalizing for ‘universal’ or multiple
audiences and short-range project concerns with here-and-now political declara-
tions of ‘products ﬁnalized in time’. For information management work at a long-
term research site, it is essential to mediate between the open-endedness of
scientiﬁc work, ongoing nature of data management, and the short-range planning
inherent to work with technology and with associated short-term projects.
Consequently, information managers balance the short-term and the long-term
concerns of data and infrastructure that are central to research sites involved in
extensive data-taking efforts; they tend to devalue single-minded development of
an isolated application especially by those with no data of their own. Information
managers’ infrastructure work is not organized on a project basis, but supports
and interacts with ongoing projects. Dashes to a goal-line solution are
experienced as disruptive of complex arrangements of sociotechnical balances
and data ﬂows existing at the sites.
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6. Discussion
In this section we propose an extension to the infrastructure concept in terms of
explicit inclusion of a temporal dimension (Section 6.1) and discuss further the
temporal orientations of ‘project time’ and ‘infrastructure time’ (Section 6.2) as
well as related development orientations (Section 6.3). By juxtaposing the two
temporal orientations with related development approaches, we aim to highlight
how the newly identiﬁed infrastructure time differs in important ways from the
more prevalent and well-known project time.
6.1. Extending the infrastructure concept with temporal scales
Following Star and Ruhleder (1996), an infrastructure emerges when it reaches
beyond a single event on a temporal scale or a single site practice on a spatial
scale. In our analysis of collaborative infrastructure work, we focus both on the
spatial scope and temporal scope of infrastructure. We tease out the less-explored
temporal dimension relating to a multiplicity of temporal scales, short-term and
long-term in particular. With regard to the spatial scale, Star and Ruhleder (1996,
p. 114) state:
An infrastructure occurs when the tension between local and global is
resolved. That is, an infrastructure occurs when local practices are afforded by
a larger-scale technology, which can then be used in a natural, ready-to-hand
fashion. It becomes transparent as local variations are folded into organiza-
tional changes, and becomes an unambiguous home—for somebody.
We argue that a similar observation can be made about the temporal dimension
of infrastructure. To account more explicitly for the temporal dimension of
infrastructure, we would say:
An infrastructure occurs when the tension between short-term and long-
term is resolved. That is, an infrastructure occurs when here-and-now
practices are afforded by temporally extended technology that can be used
in an everyday, reliable fashion. Infrastructure becomes transparent when it
exists as an accessible, ready-to-hand installed base that enables envision-
ing future usages.
From the point of view of infrastructure lifetime, it is necessary that short-term
temporal scales (day-to-day data organization and information technology work)
are balanced with long-term requirements (information infrastructure growth,
inclusiveness, maintenance, and redesign). From the point of view infrastructure
development, infrastructures do not ‘occur’ in practice when developers are
deliberately able to resolve the tension between short-term and long-term,4
although it may very well serve as a sound principle underlying infrastructure
design strategies and methodologies. Furthermore, infrastructure development is
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not only an intentional activity, an emergent element is always—particularly over
the long-term—involved.
From the point of view of our case, infrastructure development implies
working both with short-term and long-term timeframes, e.g. in answering
immediate user needs and making data available to scientists through a local data
system while also anticipating future needs or constraints and preserving data for
archive or reuse. There is an understanding that the data formats, structures, and
nomenclature currently in use in an individual scientist’s lab frequently aren’t
suitable for exchange or reuse purposes. Idiosyncratic data labeling would have to
be transformed in favor of more universal conventions and details on data
collection methods or measurement units would have to be included in the data’s
metadata. Also, applications and software that would be useful to build up and
use at a particular moment of infrastructure development might not be as useful in
the long run, or even, might become strong obstacles to further development. Yet,
they would have been necessary and appropriate for speciﬁc purposes and for
particular timeframes, e.g. to safeguard funding, to address technical issues in a
timely manner or to answer a user group momentary need. Furthermore, some
aspects of infrastructure may emerge as work-arounds, e.g. use of an extra ﬁeld in
metadata description for storing user feedback may grow into a recognized
category used across the community.
There are additional temporal aspects implicit to Star and Ruhleder’s notion of
infrastructure: ‘conventions of practice’ that require time to develop, an existing
‘installed base’ referring to past development work, and ‘break-down’ highlight-
ing repair of ongoing or past work. Yet a ﬁrst critical insight is that an explicit
extension of the notion towards long-term temporal scales is needed, precisely
because: “what we understand by the concept of infrastructure has signiﬁcant
consequences in terms of how we design it” (Bowker et al. forthcoming).
6.2. Temporal orientations: project time and infrastructure time
The two different temporal orientations in collaborative infrastructure develop-
ment, ‘project time’ and ‘infrastructure time’, are summarized in Table 1. As
described in Section 5.4. the tension between short-term and long-term temporal
scales is managed within the temporal orientations from their own points of view
but not resolved between them. There is a mismatch between developers’ project
time and information managers’ infrastructure time with regard to the duration of
a relevant long-term temporal scale. For developers, a project timeframe of
approximately three to ﬁve years represents long-term, whereas for information
managers the long-term relates to an overarching concern for the long-term of
ecological science and legacy datasets as well as expectations of data reuse and
new technological solutions by future generations. From the point of view of
‘infrastructure time’, the long-term of three to ﬁve years of ‘project time’ is
restricted in comparison to an estimate of 200 years suggested as a relevant
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temporal scale for infrastructures (Edwards et al. 2007). However, temporal
scales can be expected to be of different duration with different kinds of
infrastructures. For instance, temporal scales relevant for information infrastruc-
tures based on digital technologies changing at a rapid tempo may be expected to
span only some decades. Nonetheless, in the case of the research network
information managers, where infrastructure is always considered also in relation
to data for which temporal scales can extend over century timeframes, it is safe to
say that the long-term temporal scales of infrastructure time extend over multiple
decades at minimum.
For the information managers of the research network, ‘infrastructure time’
involves taking account of the past and present in future plans and actions,
deﬁning relationships that include update strategies and enable integration not
only at the present time but over time. Thus, the temporal perspective of
‘infrastructure time’ extends from the present to the future (prospective
dimension) and also to the past (retrospective dimension). This is visible in our
case study in the ways information managers, after adoption and initial attempts
to implement the standard, consider through contextualization how the new
metadata standard could be integrated with their installed base with special
attention to keeping data secured and balanced with the demands for coordinating
and managing units at the research network level. They start their unit dictionary
work by accounting for existing or legacy units and embarking on an undertaking
at sites to make the metadata standard workable and useful by engaging in a long-
term process of modifying and augmenting the unit dictionary, in essence
appropriating (Pipek 2005) the metadata standard. While the work takes place
‘here and now’ and attends to short-term concerns, it also manages continuity
over the long-term by accounting both for the demands of the existing legacy
Table 1. Summary of characteristics of two temporal orientations: project time and infrastructure
time.
Project time Infrastructure time
Short-term and long-term tension managed
from project time point of view
Short-term and long-term tension managed from
infrastructure time point of view
Temporal scale of concern: project length,
long-term approximates 3–5 years
Temporal scale of concern: infrastructure
lifetime, long-term spans at least multiple
decades
The other group’s long-term temporal scale
seen as not having an end in sight
The other group’s long-term temporal scale seen
as limited and lacking in sustainability
Temporal orientation closed at project end Temporal orientation favors open-endedness
Forward facing temporal perspective: emphasis
on present—future
Extended temporal perspective: ranges over
past—present—future
A temporal landscape of discrete periods A temporal landscape of continuity
Solutions developed as part of a plannable
future within the limits of project timeframes
Infrastructure work unfolds as a series of steps
moving toward an emergent future
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units and installed base as well as for future repair, foreseeable revision, and
anticipated change. Information managers ask what the ramiﬁcations of a design
decision are not just for the immediate product but for the management of legacy
data and not just for an installed base in theory but for their particular installed
infrastructure base. They anticipate consequences for future systems and future
responsibilities in terms of growth, use, maintenance, modiﬁcation, migration,
and redesign at the site of the current task and of related tasks as well.
‘Infrastructure time’ of collaborative infrastructure development thus not only
addresses the future, satisﬁes the present, and meets the challenge of linking the
two as described in the two-tier approach of Ribes and Finholt (2009) but also
ranges over the fuller past-present-future continuum of an ‘extended temporal
horizon’ in a manner similar to that described earlier for data management and
curation (Karasti et al. 2006; Karasti and Baker 2008b). In the case of
infrastructure time, a process of short-term steps takes the information managers
toward an emergent future along an unfolding long-term path of collaborative
infrastructure development. This establishes a temporal landscape of continuity
where closely associated efforts are planned and aligned as in-situ experience
informs present and future plans. This contrasts with the developers’ temporal
orientation as documented in Table 1 where a temporal landscape of discrete
project periods and loosely associated projects are organized as funding
opportunities come through.
Project time is prevalent in technology development settings as the tradition of
organizing collaborative work through projects is a commonly accepted way for
managing software development, information systems design as well as research
and development work (Avison and Torkzadeh 2008). Project time as a temporal
orientation is closely linked with the notions of project, project management and
project-based organization. A project, generally described as “a piece of planned
work or an activity which is ﬁnished over a period of time and intended to
achieve a particular aim” (Cambridge Dictionaries Online, http://dictionary.
cambridge.org/). In project management and project-based organizations time is
conceived as a key resource that—as a quantiﬁable and measurable unit—is
allocated and actively controlled. Short-term temporal scales of project time are
typically tied to temporally bounded, deﬁned tasks to be accomplished while
long-term temporal scales are associated with goals to be achieved within the
project timeframe.
Recognizing infrastructure time as inclusive of both short-term and long-term
temporal scales relevant to the infrastructure point of view is critical. When seen
as a tension of short-term efforts versus long-term aims, infrastructure planning
does not take into consideration the ongoing negotiation between short-term
activities as trajectory-setting for long-term processes. That is, e-infrastructure
research can be described as managing the tension of short-term and long-term
(Karasti and Baker 2004; Ribes and Finholt 2007) or, alternatively, it can be
viewed as a transition to an ‘infrastructure time’ perspective that involves an
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active mix of ongoing—never-ending—negotiations that create an always
reviewed and renewed balance among activities meeting short-term goals while
addressing long-term aims and ramiﬁcations. In the latter case, the continuing
work of simultaneously building and using, maintaining and redesigning the
infrastructure is accompanied by an active concern and sensitivity to how the
long-term affects activities conducted in the short-term (Lemke 2000). Temporary
balances are negotiated through choices made in prioritizing short-term and long-
term elements and in changing combinations of short-term and long-term that we
call ‘infrastructure time’. Infrastructure time, thus, entails a synergistic approach
that allows for the continuing processes of negotiation of ever-changing
temporary balances resulting from the interplay of multiple temporal scales. To
give an example from our case study, the approach to unit dictionary
development employed by the information managers simultaneously attends to
and creates room for paralleling, sequential and partially overlapping short-term
and long-term processes to co-exist. The process for augmenting the network unit
dictionary through development of a list of custom units-in-use was identiﬁed as
a ﬁrst short-term step with awareness that gaining full engagement of all sites
would take longer time but would nevertheless be achievable within a certain,
limited timeframe. The mechanisms for submitting and vetting in order to add
new units to the network unit registry, on the other hand, were envisioned and
planned as continuous, long-term activities given recognition of the inevitable
future additions over time.
Evidence of similar synergistic interplay between the temporal orientations of
project time and infrastructure time is harder to ﬁnd in our case study; the
profound differences in temporal orientations remain largely perceived as
unresolved tensions. Project time based infrastructure development efforts can
provide stimuli and impetus for the infrastructure time based development
orientation, i.e. continuing design (described in the following subsection) but
differing temporal orientations cause problems for participation. This is
exempliﬁed in our case by developers with ‘project time’ orientation funded for
short periods of time and information managers with ‘infrastructure time’
orientation supported to focus on everyday information management responsi-
bilities (Karasti et al. 2006; Karasti and Baker 2008b). With no extra funding or
resources, information managers had little chance of committing to project time
based infrastructure development. We argue, therefore, that there is an urgent
need to develop approaches, methods and tools for collaborative infrastructure
development that would allow for and support different temporal orientations to
ensure effective and productive collaborations. Furthermore, at another level, this
also puts great exigencies on changing e-Research infrastructure development
policies, as well as funding opportunities for e-Research infrastructure develop-
ment. This case suggests the need for supporting both local-level innovation and
longer term funding schemes in recognition of the long-term temporal scales
involved in scientiﬁc information infrastructures (cf. Edwards et al. 2007).
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6.3. Development orientation: continuing design
While collaborative work has typically been studied with an interest in spatial
distribution, in this study, we document how the collaborative development of a
metadata standard is accomplished through temporal distribution of work. The
planning by information managers for a network unit registry with a ‘scope’
category and ‘vetting’ functionality provides an example of a temporally
distributed development process and contrasts with the temporally limited
development orientation employed by the metadata standard developers that is
more common in systems development organized as projects.
The motivations and aims of the two development orientations differ. In one
case, the developers of the metadata standard are motivated by project timing
concerns where “the meeting of deadlines is regarded as a high priority, and very
often, the highest priority matter” (Button and Sharrock 1996, p. 384), and their
aim in collaborative infrastructure development is to provide a successful
outcome of the project at hand, i.e. a ﬁnished product in the form of a universal
standard for a research domain (Millerand and Bowker 2009). In part, this
ensures viability for subsequent project funding cycles. Further, the focus is on
experimenting and technology transition with lessons learned from previous
technologies carried over to subsequent development projects.
In comparison, the aim and motivation of the information managers’
collaborative infrastructure development is to secure legacy data and support
the conduct of science by providing an ongoing, reliable, and sustainable
information environment. Information managers located at research sites become
familiar with and sensitive to the challenges involved in balancing both the short-
term temporal scales of seasonal data collection and of information technology
work with their own professional understandings of and long-term requirements
for information management and growth of information infrastructure. That is,
they take a judicious technology approach (Karasti and Baker 2004; Karasti
et al. 2006); they are not interested in the technologies as such but in carefully
balancing available technologies and demands of data as well as considering
optimal timing for changing data related organizational schemas, standards, and/
or technologies.
Both development orientations have their own unique assumptions, develop-
ment practices and temporal orientations that may well be associated with what
Barley (1988) has called a ‘temporal subculture’. A temporal subculture refers to
an ensemble or community of people that have established joint rhythms
important for their collaborative activity and may share commitment over time to
an overarching goal (Barley 1988). In contrast to the development orientation that
has evolved largely with new computer science technologies and a focus on projects,
we suggest ‘continuing design’ that incorporates the multiple temporal scales
associated with information infrastructure development. The two infrastructure
development orientations are summarized in Table 2.
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Continuing design accounts for the continuity of functionality of the
infrastructure, to ensure that a working system is in place all the time. A
preferred judicious technology approach, rather than radical change, enables (re)
design while minimizing disturbance of ongoing practices. In continuing design it
is also possible to take into account the existing data and infrastructure, i.e. the
‘installed base’. In other words, radical change is viewed as likely to compromise
‘working’ infrastructure or to put legacy data in peril unlike incremental change
associated with an iterative approach (e.g. Fischer and Ostwald 2002). Thus
rather than discarding the existing standard unit dictionary, a parallel effort was
undertaken with development of a complementary network unit dictionary
strategy. This strategy drew upon the basic unit dictionary structure made
available in the metadata standard, recognized the existence of the ‘standard’
category for units, and elaborated upon the ‘custom’ category by adding a
mechanism and process for gathering together the existing units at sites and
creating a network unit registry with a vetting feature that supports inclusion of
new units and movement of units from a local site scope to a network scope. This
ﬁnely tuned, sociotechnical in-practice innovation integrates the idea of inclusion
of all sites within the network. It also gives an example of the differences between
the development orientations in how collaborative work is coordinated. For this
type of temporally open-ended activity, there is hardly time in a project time
development orientation where the priority is to innovate with new technologies
in response to the needs of larger audiences by taking account of domain
similarities and where the question of how long tasks will take is consequential
(Avison and Torkzadeh 2008).
Table 2. Summary of characteristics of two infrastructure development orientations: project time
and infrastructure time.
Project time development orientation Infrastructure time development orientation
Focus on new technology and development of
experimental solutions
Judicious approach to technology and
development of sustainable solutions
Focus on universal mechanisms for data
organization
Focus on local data and contextualized
mechanisms for data organization
Responsibility to transition to new and better
technology solutions
Responsibility to secure continuity of the data
through time and to support ongoing science
Finished products as solutions Continuity of partial compilations
Success perceived as declaration of a
universal standard at project end
Success perceived as a contextualized,
appropriated and enacted metadata standard
Development in mind Development, maintenance and redesign in mind
Innovation in technology development to be
deployed in the research domain at large
Innovation in sociotechnical development carried
out in practice with network wide inclusion
Response to domain requirements and to
needs of a general public
Response to site and research network
requirements
Insight into potential tools for the future Insight into local relevance of tools and semantic
work for ongoing infrastructure development
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In effect, we are expanding the concept of ‘continuing design in use’
(Henderson and Kyng 1991) to ‘continuing design’ in order to broaden the focus
on ‘use’ to the long-term perspective required for sustainable collaborative
infrastructure development that blurs the boundaries of use, design, implemen-
tation, maintenance, and redesign (Karasti and Baker 2004; Karasti et al. 2006).
Continuing design is a development orientation where the relation between short-
term and long-term—traditionally seen as a tension—is addressed and accounted
for from the point of view of infrastructure time by incorporating it as a
foundational design consideration.
7. Conclusions
With this study of semantic work and tools development associated with
standard-making as a collaborative infrastructure development, we demonstrate
that investigating the temporal aspects of collaboration is equally as important as
the more recognized spatial aspects. Given the experience gained with short-term
temporal aspects in CSCW, it is now time to augment such studies by
investigation of issues relating to long-term temporalities. This includes exploring
time as a contributor to diversity and represents an alternative to focus on the
temporal extremes as a short-term and long-term polemic tension. We believe that
the concepts developed in this paper, i.e. the temporal orientation of ‘infrastruc-
ture time’ and the design orientation of ‘continuing design’, can be useful in
settings of long-term collaborative infrastructure development and invite
researchers to examine them critically.
The ramiﬁcations of the notion of ‘infrastructure time’ are many. It does not
promise solutions to recognized CSCW problematics, rather it proposes challenges
for temporal diversiﬁcation and motivation for more temporally oriented work to
be carried out in the CSCW ﬁeld. Key CSCW concepts will beneﬁt from re-
examination in light of extended temporal scales, and new ones explicitly
encompassing the long-term will have to be constructed. Serious interest in the
temporal dimension of collaboration requires extending the existing research
methodological repertoire, such as with long-term involvement. Although we have
not been focusing on collaborative technologies in this paper, we suggest in studies
of collaboration that an increased interest in temporalities in general, and long-term
in particular, would also have an effect on the technologies developed.
We ﬁnd in large-scale research an understanding is emerging that infrastructure
development is an interdisciplinary activity involving domain scientists,
technology developers and data specialists. As demonstrated in this paper,
participants in collaborative infrastructure development will also have to account
for and accommodate long-term temporal scales and orientations, thus methods
and tools need to be developed to support them. Further, funding agency
managers will need to understand the long-term temporal scales pertinent to
infrastructure development. Funding not just for short-term, cutting-edge
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technology projects but also for innovation that emerges within long-term,
continuing design projects is critically important. Long-term funding makes it
ﬁnancially and organizationally possible for the development orientations of both
project time and infrastructure time to co-exist, putting them in a position to co-
inform and cross-fertilize.
Known for its insights into collaborative work gained largely through micro-
analytic workplace studies, CSCW research holds the potential to contribute in
important ways to the study and development of infrastructure including e-Research
infrastructure. Due to the traditional bias toward short-term, we have, in this paper,
emphatically foreground the long-term temporal scale and perspective because both
short-term and long-term temporal orientations and development approaches have to
be understood in relation to each other in order to support large-scale and long-
lasting infrastructures. We encourage future CSCW research to encompass an
interest in more diversiﬁed temporalities so that forthcoming studies of infrastructure
are better prepared to address and integrate extended temporal scopes in to their
explorations of further issues of collaborative infrastructure development. There is
currently little empirically-based understanding about how e-Research infrastruc-
tures are integrated into actual research practices and collaborative endeavors, and
how they are taken up, enacted, tailored, appropriated and further developed over
time. Our collective long-term investigation has just begun.
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Notes
1. We are aware of the notions having differences, e.g. geographical usage and disciplinary
coverage, but for our purposes in this paper the similarities between the emerging notions are
more important, and therefore we use the terms interchangeably.
2. In comparison, it is interesting to note a ﬁeld often taken as a subﬁeld of e-Science in which
long-term perspective is of explicit concern. The ﬁeld of digital preservation and curation deals
with the organization and management of digital research data and records over time (National
Science Board 2005; Lord and Macdonald 2003).
3. The term ‘project’ here refers to a research entity; later on in the paper we discuss development
projects as a distinct notion.
4. We want to thank one of the reviewers for clearly pointing this out.
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